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THE MORSE INDEX THEOREM
WHERE THE ENDS ARE SUBMANIFOLDS

DIANE KALISH

ABSTRACT. In this paper the Morse Index Theorem is proven in the case

where submanifolds P and Q are at the endpoints of a geodesic, 7. At -7, the

index of the Hessian of the energy function defined on paths joining P and

Q is computed using P-focal points, and a calculation at the endpoint of -7,

involving the second fundamental form of Q.

1. Introduction. Let M be a complete Riemannian manifold with subman-

ifolds P and Q. The energy function E is defined on the space fl(M;P,Q) of

piecewise C°° paths joining P and Q. A path 7 e Q(M;P,Q) is a critical point

for E when 7 is a geodesic intersecting P and Q orthogonally. The tangent space,

Tfl^, consists of piecewise G°° vector fields along 7 with initial and final vectors

tangential to P and Q, respectively. A symmetric bilinear map, 7, is defined on

Tfi7 x Tfi^ to 7? and is called the Morse index form.

When Q is a point, the Morse Index Theorem yields the index of 7 as the sum

of the P-focal points along 7 counted with multiplicities. Both Ambrose [1] and

Bolton [2] have proven index theorems in the general case, where Q is a submanifold.

Ambrose defines a "(P, Q) conjugate point," while Bolton uses the notion of a signed

(P, Q) focal point which is employed in the calculations of the index of 7.

In this paper the index of a critical point 7 is found using P-focal points and a

computation at the endpoint of 7 contained in Q, involving the second fundamental

form of Q with respect to 7. This method allows for a simpler proof of the theorem

as well as an easy computation of the index of geodesies in many spaces. In a paper

to follow this one, the homotopy type of some path spaces joining submanifolds on

a Riemannian manifold have been computed. This result is obtained, with some

minor modifications, by following the proof in Milnor [4, pp. 88-95].

I would like to thank my advisor, Professor Edgar Feldman, for his invaluable

advice, guidance, and encouragement. I also wish to thank the referee for some

excellent suggestions which made my paper more concise.

2. Definitions. Af is a complete Riemannian manifold of dimension d with the

Levi-Civita connection.

l(t), t € [0,T], is a geodesic in M.

P and Q are submanifolds of M with 7(0) <E P; Y(0) A Pl{0); 7(T) € Q; i(T)

1 Ql(T)-
r is the dimension of Q1(t) , 0 < r < d.
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H is the linear space of continuous piecewise C°° vector fields along 7 which

are orthogonal to 7 and whose initial and final vectors are in P-y(o) and Q1(t),

respectively. Then,

H = j V{*) = Yhi(t)Ei(t) with v{0) e Pl{0y,V(T) e Ql{T) \,

where Ey,... ,Ed-y are orthonormal parallel vector fields along 7 and orthogonal

to 7, and hy,...,hd-y are real valued continuous piecewise G°° functions defined

on [0,T].

A Jacobi field A is a vector field along 7 which satisfies the differential equation

X" - RX = 0, where RX = R(^',X)^' is the curvature tensor of the Levi-Civita

connection.

A P-Jacobi field is a Jacobi field which is orthogonal to 7 with J(0) € P<7(o) and

J'(0) — SoJ(0) X P7(o)i where So is the second fundamental form of P at 7(6) with

respect to 7'(0).

Jy,..., Jd-i are d—1 linearly independent P- Jacobi fields which span the space

of P-Jacobi fields.

B is the set of all X e 77 such that

d-l

X(t) = Y WW)    with X(T) = 0,
i=i

and fy,- ■ ■ ,fd-i are real valued continuous piecewise C°° functions defined on

[0,31-
7 is a symmetric bilinear map from 77 x 77 to R defined as follows.

I(X,Y)=  f   (RX(t)-X"(t),Y(t))dt
Jo

+ Y(X'(P7) ~ X'iPt), Y(Pi)) + (X'(t) - StX(t),Y(t))[T
i

where pi is a point of discontinuity of X' in (0,T); Sq is the second fundamental

form of P at 7(0) with respect to 7'(0); and St is the second fundamental form of

Q at 7(T) with respect to i(T).

A P-focal point is a point 7(4), t e (0,T], for which there exists a nonzero

P-Jacobi field which vanishes at t.

The multiplicity, m, of the P-focal point 7(2) is the dimension of the space of

P-Jacobi fields which vanish at t.

A is a symmetric bilinear map defined on the space spanned by Jy,... ,Jd-y

whose value at T is contained in Q-1(t) and is defined as follows:

A(V,W) = (V'(T)-STV(T),W(T)).

3. The Index Theorem.

Theorem (Morse Index Theorem with variable endpoints). The
index of I is equal to the number of points 7(f), with 0 < t <T, such that 7(1) is a

P-focal point; each such P-focal point counted with its multiplicity, plus the index

of A. (Assume i(T) is not a P-focal point.)
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The above theorem states

k

i(I) = Ymi+i^A^
1=1

when 7(T) is not a P-focal point, where i(I) = index of 7; i(A) = index of A; mi

is the multiplicity of ^(U); and 7(^1),... ,i(tk) are the set of P-focal points along

7,   (0<ty<-<tk<T).

Our aim will be to write H = B® Bc, where 7 is positive on B. (For definition

of B see §2.) We will show that Bc is a finite dimensional space and construct a

subspace of Bc on which I is negative definite and whose dimension is equal to

or greater than any other subspace of 77 on which 7 is negative definite. This will

yield i(I).
REMARK. The subspace B can be characterized as the set of all vector fields

in 77 whose values at the P-focal points are in the span oi Jy,..., Jd-i and whose

value at T is zero.

This follows from the fact that any broken C°° vector field which can be expressed

as £2t=i fi(t)Ei(t) and is in the span of Jy(tt),..., Jd-y(U) at all P-focal points U

can also be written as X)i=i 9i(t)Ji(t) i°T broken G°° functions r/j [3, p. 231].

The next two definitions will yield (]C»=i mi + r) linearly independent elements

of H whose span will be denoted by Bc.

DEFINITION OF K2. Since T is not a P-focal point, we can choose r lin-

early independent P-Jacobi fields Ky,...,Kr with the following properties: (1)

Ky(T),... ,Kr(T) span Q^t)', (2) A is negative definite on the span oi Ky,... ,K^,

where N = index A and N < r; and (3) A is positive (> 0) on the span of

Kn+y,..., Kr. (Recall that A was defined as a symmetric bilinear map on those

P-Jacobi fields which, when evaluated at T, lie in Qn(T)- The dimension of this

space is r.)

DEFINITION OF Vf*. Consider the P-focal point 7(«i) with multiplicity m^. Let

Y*,..., Y™' be nu linearly independent P-Jacobi fields such that

(l)Yi'(U) = 0iorjt = l,...,m%,

(2) {Y-3i(ti)} for ji = 1,... ,m.i, form an orthonormal set.

Let Zf be parallel vector fields along 7 such that

~zf(U) = -Y'^(U)    iorjx = l,...,m%.

Let (pf. [0,T] -♦ 7? be a G°° function such that (1) (pi(U) = 1; (2) <pi(ti) has small
support about tt; and (3) 0 < (pi(t) < 1. Let

Zi>(t) = (Pt(t)Z}i(t);        i = l,...,mi.

Let

V3,n)=lY''W + XZ^    for 0 <*<*,,

\ XZ{'(t) iorU <t<T,

where A > 0.

(Note: It follows from (1) and (2) in the definition of V/' that

(Span[Yi1(tA,...,Y;m-(tl)])±=span(Jy(tl),J2(tl),...,Jd-y(tl),i(tl)).)
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Figure i

DEFINITION OF Bc. Let Bc denote the span of the vectors V/' (i = 1,... ,k;

ji = l,...,mi) and Kt (1 = 1,...,r).

CLAIM. (1) The dimension of Bc is YJi=y mi + r>

(2) Bc n B = 0.

The claim follows from the definitions of B and Bc, by making the support of

each (pi small enough, and by looking at Figure 1.

Lemma l. H = B®BC.

PROOF. Let x 6 H. There is a c € Bc such that x - c e B. This can be

accomplished by choosing c equal to a linear combination of elements in Bc, so

that at P-focal point the value of x - c lies in the span of the P-Jacobi fields and

at T is equal to zero. Thus x - c 6 B. Since B n Bc = 0, we have Lemma 1.

Lemma 2 will show 7 is positive on B and Lemma 3 will exhibit a subspace of

Bc on which 7 is negative definite.

Lemma 2. I(V, V) > 0 for V e B.

PROOF. Let V e B. Then

d-1

v = Y^
t=l
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and

I(V,V) = (Yfi(T)Ji(T)-ST[V(T)],V(T)\
^ i=l '

= f   (E/iW^W'E/iW^w)*    (since V(T) = 0)

>0.

For the first equality, see [3, p. 229]. This proves Lemma 2.

Lemma 3.
k

index(7|Bc) = Y,mi+ index(A).

i=i

PROOF.  Ky,...,Kr were chosen to be r linearly independent P-Jacobi fields

such that A is negative definite (< 0) on the span oi Ky,..., Kn and positive (> 0)

on Tfjv+i, • • • ,Kr, N = index A.

We wish to show that 7 is negative definite on the span of {V/* }»=i,...,fej ji=y.mfc

and Ky,...,Kn, and that 7 is positive on the span of Kn+i,■■■ ,Kr.

\i,3, 1 = 1 J

»'(£«W) (i)

+ 27[X>*Vf,f>X;j (2)
\i,3, 1 = 1 J

+,|«4      <3»
The computation of (3) yields /(£/?/#/) < 0.

Proof. Let
IV

K = Y^0tKi.
1=1

Then

I(K)= jT(RK-K",K)dt+ Y (K'(p;)-K'(pt),Vt(Pi))
jumps

of K"

+ (K'(t) - StK(t),K(t))[To = (K'(T) - STK(T),K(T)).

This follows from the fact that K is a P-Jacobi field which is smooth and satisfies

RK - K" = 0 and 7C'(0) - 50A:(0) 1 PliQ).
So 7(70 = (K'(T) - STK(T),K(T)) = A(K) < 0, since A is negative definite

on the span of Ky,..., Kn .
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The computation of (2) yields

PROOF. When (2) is expanded we get linear combinations of terms of the form

/(Vf,*,).

I(V?\Kl)= J   (RKl-K'l',V?i)dt+ Y(K'(P7)-K'(pt)^(Pi))
jumps

of K'

+ {K[(t)-StKl(t),VJi(t))\^ = 0,

since Ki is a P-Jacobi field, K',(0)-SoK(0) 1 Pl{0) (Vj'(0) £ P^0)), and V?*(T) =
0.

The computation of (1) yields 7(£af V/;) < °-
Proof. Let

fj={Y?(t),    0<t<ti,
1 "\ 0, U<t<T.

TnenVj:(t)=Yi(t) + XZl(t);te[0,T].

KV/,Vhl) = I(Y/+XZi,Y/l + XZh)

'I<ft,Yfi (a)
= <   + X2I(Z\,Z{) (b)

. +XI(Z\,Yl) + XI(Yl,Zlh)    (c).

(a) = I(Yl, Ylh) = fT(RY? - tp, Yl) dt + {Y^(t~) - Y^(tf), Yl(U))
Jo

+ (Yp -StY/,Yl)\l = 0,    when h<i.

This follows from Y"j - RYtj = 0, Ylh(ti) = 0, Yl(T) = 0, and Y-j(0) - SoY/(0) _L

P-^o)- Since 7(Y"/, Y^) = I(Yl, Yj), the same argument works for i < h.

(c) = —2X6ih6ji, which is shown to be true as follows. For i / h, we get

I(Z\, Yl) =   fT{RYl - Y'h\Z\) dt + (Ynl(t~) - Yhn(tl), Z>(th))
Jo

+ (Yll(t)-StYl(t),Zl(t))\l=0,

since Yl is a P-Jacobi field on [0, tn],

Zi(0) = Zi(T)=0   and    Z3i(th) = 0

when the support of (pi is small enough.

For i = h, we get the same as above except at ti,

I(Zl,Yl) = IJil(t-)-Yfl(tt),Zl(tifl

= (Yll(t~),Z\(U))    (since Ytl(t) = 0 for t 6 [ti,T])

= (Y!(ti),-Y?(ti))

= -WCOII2
(since [Yf1, Y'2,..., Y-m'} is an orthonormal set evaluated at U)

= -b"ji-
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Therefore, XI(Z{,Yl) + XI(Y',Zlh) = -2X8lh8jl.
Putting together the results from (a), (b), and (c), we have

I(Vj,Vl) = X2I(ZJ,Zlh)-2XSth6jl.

Notation. Let A be the (J2mi) x (J2mi) symmetric matrix (I(Z\',Z3kk)). If

X = E4V^ y = £W'let

{X,Y) = Y^    and    ||A||2 = (X,A).

Then for X = V\ ,■ aJ,'V,3i we have
*—*l,Ji      t       l

I(X,X) = X2(AX,X) - 2X(X,X).

If A = 0, I(X,X) < 0 for A > 0, X ^ 0. If A ^ 0, ||A|| ^ 0, let 0 < A < 2/||A||.
Then

I(X,X) = X2(AX,X) - 2X(X,X) < X2[[AX\[ \\X\\ - 2X\[X\[2

<X2[\A[[\\X\\2-2X[\X\\2

<A^||A||||X||2-2A||A||2 = 0.

This gives

'(£^'^£<w)<o for£aW^°-

Thus we have the computation of (1).

The results from (1), (2), and (3) show that 7 is negative definite on the span of

{Vj' ,Ky, . . . , Kn} i=l,...,k; ji = l,...,mi.
In order to finish proving Lemma 3 we need to show 7 is positive (> 0) on the

span of Kn+i , ■ ■■ ,KT.

i[ Y b^) = A[ £ wn^°>
\l = N + l J \l = N+l )

since A is positive on the span of Kn+i, ■ ■ ■ ,Kr and J2°i^t ls a P-Jacobi field.

This proves Lemma 3.

Definition of Bc_,B%. Let

Bc_ =Span(Ky,...,KN)       and     B% = Span(KN+i,. ■ ■, Kr).

From Lemma 3 we have that 7|b<^ < 0 and 7|b= > 0, while from Lemma 2 we

have that 7|s > 0.

Write 77 = 73 0 Bc+ © Bc_. In order to complete the Index Theorem we need to

show that 7(5, Bc+) = 0, which will follow if

l(K3,YfiJi) =0    iorj=N + l,...,r, i = l,...,d-l.

This is true since Kj is a P-Jacobi field, S0Kj(0) - Kf(0) ± (E/«^)(°) and

(EfiJi)(T) = 0.
We therefore have a subspace Bc_ of 77 on which 7 is negative definite and whose

dimension £i=1 rni + l'(-^) *s tne maximum value 7 can attain on any subspace of

H. Thus the Index Theorem is proven.
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4. Remarks. 1. The proof of the Index Theorem is symmetric with respect to

the P and Q submanifolds at the ends of the geodesic. That is, we can use Q-Jacobi

fields and Q-focal points to prove the theorem.

2. If i(T) is a P-focal point, then the proof of the Index Theorem is still valid

when

(a) Q1(t) is contained in the span of the P-Jacobi fields or when

(b) 7(0) is not a Q-focal point, or if P-,(o) is contained in the span of the Q-Jacobi

fields.
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